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Abstract

Background: Even though many studies have examined the possible effect of low-fat diet on breast cancer survival, the relationship remains unclear. Objectives: To summarize the current evidence about the effect of post-diagnostic low-fat diet on recurrence and all-cause mortality of breast cancer. Methods: We conducted a search of PubMed, Embase, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library and as a result two randomized controlled trials (RCT) and one large multi-center prospective cohort study with 9,966 breast cancer patients were included in this report. Results: Post-diagnostic low-fat diet reduced risk of recurrence of breast cancer by 23% (HR=0.77, 95%CI 0.63 to 0.94, P=0.009) and all cause mortality of breast cancer by 17% (HR=0.83, 95%CI 0.69 to 1.00, P=0.05). Conclusions: This meta-analysis suggested the post-diagnostic low-fat diet can improve breast cancer survival by reducing risk of recurrence. However, more trials of the relationship between low-fat diet and all-cause mortality of breast cancer are still needed.
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Introduction

Breast cancer is the most common cancer diagnosed among women in the world. During the 2012, more than 225,000 new cases of invasive breast cancer occurred in US (American Cancer Society, 2012). Thanks to earlier detection and improved treatment, the five-year relative survival rate of early stage breast cancer is more than 93%. However, to reduce the recurrence and mortality of breast cancer, not only effective treatment but also intervention of lifestyle plays an important role. With the change of medical model, the function of the patient’s self-intervention on disease attracts much more eyes of doctors, especially the diet and physical activity.

In 2012, the American Cancer Society (ACS) released nutrition and physical activity guidelines for cancer survivors (Kushi et al., 2012). It indicated low-fat diet was associated with improving breast cancer survival. Since the 1900s, a number of studies have investigated the associations between dietary fat and breast cancer survival (Newman et al., 1986; Nomura et al., 1991; Ewertz et al., 1991; Jain et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1995; Saxe et al., 1999; Holmes et al., 1999; Goodwin et al., 2003; Borugian et al., 2004; McEligot et al., 2006; Dal Maso et al., 2008). But the results were not consistent. The conclusion of The Women’s Intervention Nutrition Study (Chlebowski et al., 2006) suggested that low-fat diet can reduce the recurrence risk of breast cancer. However, the Women’s Health Eating and Lifestyle Study (Pierce et al., 2007) reported that no significant interactions were observed between low-fat diet and breast cancer survival.

So we need a meta-analysis addressed that pertinent issue to evaluate whether low-fat diet can reduce recurrence and all-cause mortality of breast cancer. In this report, we focused on post-diagnosis, because breast cancer patients still have a chance to change their post-diagnostic diet other than pre-diagnostic diet.

Materials and Methods

Search criteria

We did a comprehensive search of Pubmed, Embase, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library, databasing from the earliest record in the databases to August, 2013. The search strategy consisted of three parts. Firstly, we searched the articles about breast cancer, using the medical subject heading (MeSH) terms “breast neoplasms” and other terms as “breast”, “mammary”, “cancer”, “carcinoma”, “neoplasm”, “tumor”. The second part was about low-fat diet, the key words of which included “Diet, Fat-Restricted (Mesh)”, “low fat”, “less fat”, “diet”, “dietary”, “nutrition”. The survival of breast cancer was the third part. “recurrence”, “survival”, “mortality”, “death”, “relapse”, “prognosis”, “rehabilitation”, “prevention”, “outcome” were used. Then we combined the three parts and got the initial list of relevant studies. Hand searches of reference lists from relevant primary studies and review articles were also marked to review.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

We selected the studies about the effect of post-diagnostic low-fat diet on survival of breast cancer if
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they contained the following information: (i) reported the recurrence, breast cancer-specific mortality or all-cause mortality among breast cancer women; (ii) presented multivariate analysis (not univariate analysis); (iii) provided an estimate of the hazard ratio (HR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) comparing the high-fat with the low-fat. Studies without a comparator, editorials, reviews, articles for the following reasons: studies that did not evaluate a prognostic outcome (recurrence or all-cause mortality of breast cancer); studies which did not report HR, CI or original data; studies which did not show quantiles of dietary fat.

**Data extraction**

Two authors independently extracted data using standardized data collection form. The extracted data from each study included: first author, published year, location, study design, number of participation, follow-up time, measurement indicators, outcome. When the two authors had disagreements, one or more author joined to discussion until consensus achieved.

**Statistical Analysis**

We used the RevMan 5.1 analysis software (The Cochrane Collaboration, Copenhagen, Denmark) to extract and combine data for meta-analysis. In this report, we used generic inverse variance method (DerSimonian et al., 1986) to statistics hazard ratio (HR). The method reported by Parmar et al. could be used to extract estimates of log hazard ratio (HR) and its variance, if they were not provided clearly (Parmar et al., 1998). X2 statistics (Cochran, 1954) and I² statistics (Higgins et al., 2003) were used to estimate statistical heterogeneity. According to the result of statistical heterogeneity, we chose fixed or random effect models. P-values <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

**Results**

The process of selecting studies was shown in Figure 1. After titles and abstracts were reviewed, 21 articles met the criteria for inclusion in the report. The two authors independently reviewed the full-text and discarded 18 articles for the following reasons: studies that did not investigate the diet after breast cancer diagnosis; studies that did not evaluate a prognostic outcome (recurrence or all-cause mortality of breast cancer); studies which did not report HR, CI or original data; studies which did not show quantiles of dietary fat.

**Characteristics of included studies**

In the end, three studies (Chlebowski et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2007; Beasley et al., 2011) reached the inclusion criteria and were included in this meta-analysis. The characteristics of this studies were shown in table 1. There were two RCTs (Chlebowski et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2007) with a total of 5,525 breast cancer women and one large multi-center prospective cohort study (Beasley et al., 2011) with 4,441 breast cancer women. They were all conducted in United States. One study (Chlebowski et al., 2006) reported the effect of post-diagnostic low-fat diet on relapse-free survival, overall survival, disease-free survival and recurrence-free survival. The endpoints of the WHEL study (Pierce et al., 2007) were breast cancer events (the combined outcome of invasive breast cancer recurrence or new primary breast cancer) and deaths due to any cause. The last study’s (Beasley et al., 2011) outcomes were all-cause and breast cancer survival. All of the studies presented the HRs and CIs calculating from Cox proportional hazard model. The covariates contained the stage, age, body mass index (BMI), breast cancer treatment, smoking and so on.

**Meta-analysis**

Two RCTs (Chlebowski et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2007) reported the effect of the post-diagnostic low-fat diet on breast cancer recurrence. We combined the result of the two studies with the RevMan 5.1 analysis software, the result showed in Figure 2. According to the little heterogeneity (I²=0%, P=0.85), we chose the fixed effect model. The total effect suggested that post-diagnostic low-fat diet could reduce 23% (HR=0.77, 95%CI 0.63 to 0.94).
recurrence risk of breast cancer, comparing with high-fat diet. The benefit was highly significant ($P=0.009$).

All the three studies (Chlebowski et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2007; Beasley et al., 2011) were included in the meta-analysis of the relationship between post-diagnostic low-fat diet and all-cause mortality among breast cancer women. The heterogeneity was tested among the studies ($I^2=17\%$, $P=0.30$), and the fixed effect model was used. The Figure 3 presented a nonsignificant $17\%$ (HR=0.83, 95%CI 0.69 to 1.00, $P=0.05$) reduction in all-cause mortality, when comparing the low-fat diet to the high-fat diet.

**Discussion**

There were so many studies (Kruk J et al., 2013; Sangrajrang S et al., 2013; Mirzayi B R et al., 2013) that had proved the associations between the lifestyle and the risk of breast cancer, such as diet and physical activity. In another way, we can assume that changes in behavior can improve the prognosis of breast cancer. In this report, we focused on the associations between diet and breast cancer survival.

In the past several decades, there were a number of studies that suggested low-fat diet played an important role in improving the prognosis of breast cancer patients. Some studies focused on prediagnostic low-fat diet. For example, the Iowa Women’s Health Study (Zhang et al., 1995) showed a relative risk of death after breast cancer was greater than 2.0 for the highest tertiles of total fat compared to the lowest tertiles. McEligot et al. (2006) observed pre-diagnostic high-fat diet made the all-cause mortality of breast cancer increase by threefold than the low-fat diet. Meanwhile, some studies evaluated the relationship between post-diagnostic low-fat diet and breast cancer survival. Nomura et al. (Nomura et al., 1991) showed a 3.17 times significant higher risk of breast cancer mortality (RR=3.17, 95%CI 1.17 to 8.55) for high-fat diet versus low-fat diet. Similarly, in the Nurses’ Health Study (Holmes et al., 1999), high-fat diet could increase the breast-cancer-specific mortality by 44% (RR=1.44, 95%CI 1.01 to 2.04) and all-cause mortality by 51% (RR=1.51, 95%CI 1.02 to 2.24) in comparison with low-fat diet. Moreover, an Australian cohort study (Rohan et al., 1993) suggested high risk of breast cancer mortality with high-fat diet. They all supported the hypothesis that the pre-diagnostic or post-diagnostic low-fat diet is associated with improved prognosis of breast cancer.

If patients don’t know they have breast cancer, they will not try to change their diet. However, they must be willing to change their diet after the diagnosis of breast cancer. So the intervention of post-diagnostic diet has a greater clinical significance. Because of this, we concentrated on the post-diagnostic low-fat diet in this meta-analysis. We summarized the current evidences about the effect of post-diagnostic low-fat diet on recurrence and all-cause mortality among breast cancer survivors. After integrating the results of two studies (Chlebowski et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2007) with 5, 525 breast cancer patients, it indicated that women in post-diagnostic low-fat diet group had a 23% (HR=0.77, 95%CI 0.63 to 0.94, $P=0.009$) statistically significant lower risk of recurrence than women in high-fat diet group. All the three studies (Chlebowski et al., 2006; Pierce et al., 2007; Beasley et al., 2011) evaluated the association between pro-st-diagnostic low-fat diet and all-cause mortality of breast cancer, and 9, 966 breast cancer patients were included in this report. Though the effect of post-diagnostic low-fat diet on all-cause mortality of breast cancer has no statistical significance ($P=0.05$), the result still suggested a trend that post-diagnostic low-fat diet could reduce 17% risk of all-cause deaths compared to high-fat diet, and which need more studies to confirm.

The current meta-analysis has much strength. Firstly, it is the only attempt to try to conduct a meta-analysis about the the effect of post-diagnostic low-fat diet on breast cancer survival. Then, it combined the results of existing studies and made the results more practical. In this way, it reduced the effect of publication bias. Moreover, the meta-analysis included so many samples that made the result more trustable. Additionally, the results are encouraging and it can be a new direction for doctors to manage breast cancer survivors. The diet management is so convenient that every breast cancer patient could have a try and it may change their breast cancer outcome.

On the other hand, some limitations may occur in this meta-analysis. First of all, the measurement of dietary fat intake used different methods. The WINS (Chlebowski et al., 2006) used diet records (Winters et al., 2004), the WHELS (Pierce et al., 2007) used 24-hour dietary recalls and the CWLS (Beasley et al., 2011) used food frequency questionnaire (FFQ) (Willet et al., 1985). As a result, it may lead to various degrees of measurement bias of dietary fat intake and make results difficult to compare across studies.

What’s more, the three studies fit a Cox proportional hazards model to adjusted the factors that can influence the effect of post-diagnostic low-fat diet on breast cancer survival. The covariates of the WINS (Chlebowski et al., 2006) were ER status, tumor size, surgery type. The WHELS (Pierce et al., 2007) contained stage of disease, age, hormone receptor characteristics of initial tumor and body mass index. The CWLS (Beasley et al., 2011) included age, state of residence, menopausal status, smoking, breast cancer stage, alcohol, history of hormone replacement therapy, energy intake, breast cancer treatment, body mass index, and physical activity metabolic equivalents. Then the bias occurred inevitably when we combined the all data.
et al., 2010) and DIANA-5 (Villarini et al., 2012). We are looking forward to the results of these studies and then we will update our meta-analysis to direct the diet intervention of breast cancer survivors.
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